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Welcome to Hueforia, your source for beautifully coloured thermoplastics!

At Hueforia, we offer a wide range of thermoplastic colour options, including standard and custom colours, universal colour masterbatches, specialty performance additives, and special effect compounds. We can assist you with colour and material selection, and then produce a thermoplastic compound to your exact product specifications. With more than 30 years of experience, you can rely on the Hueforia team for all your coloured thermoplastic needs.

To help you get started, we’ve curated four distinct collections based on predicted colour trends for 2024. From the calming hues of Aurora to the vibrant colours of Luminosity and the soft tones of Twilight to the deep, rich tones of the Nocturnal collection… together, we’ll find the perfect colour for your product.
Inspired by the hope and promise that comes with dawn, the light colours of Aurora bring a freshness and levity to your product design. Ideal for sporting goods, household appliances, and at-home medical devices, these hues can be formulated with special effects like pearlescent and transparent properties for even more creative design freedom.
Let your product design shine with the bright and bold colours of Luminosity! Whether you are designing medical devices, toys, or electronics, these colours will bring excitement and attention to your product. In addition, these vibrant hues can be formulated with functional performance such as UV protection, wear and abrasion resistance, and more.
Like the certainty of night following day, the calm tones of Twilight evoke the feelings of wonder and contentedness. When designed with these hues, products such as electronics, robotics, and drones take on a subtle, but memorable appearance as they quietly go about their business. Special effects like metallic and chroma-shift can provide additional design options.
The deep, rich colours of Nocturnal bring a sense of classic sophistication to your product. Automotive, industrial, and transportation products come to life with this collection’s sleek, modern hues, which can be further enhanced with pearlescent or metallic flake effects.
The Hueforia Team at RTP Company is comprised of experienced colour experts who provide:

- a fresh **perspective** and reliable recommendations,
- colour matching **expertise**, and
- **consistent** and **accurately-coloured** thermoplastics, worldwide.

Product designers, marketers, and brand professionals rely on Hueforia for sound advice through the design, production, and commercialization of their plastic products. Ready to get started? Let the Hueforia Team assist you throughout the process!

For more information, visit our website:  
[www.hueforia.com](http://www.hueforia.com)